
About the Isle of Man 
Ship Registry

Widely recognized as one of the world’s leading 
yacht registries and a member of the Red Ensign 
Group, we flag over 130 superyachts all of which 
benefit from our customer-focused approach to 
regulation.

We employ an experienced team of surveyors and 
registrars with specialist knowledge of the demands 
of the world’s most prestigious superyachts.

To discuss how Pleasure Yacht Plus 
can be applied to your yacht, 

please contact us.

Email: shipping@gov.im
Telephone: +44 1624 688500

Or visit us at Darse Sud stand QS39 
for  the duration of the 

Monaco Yacht Show 2017

Isle of Man Ship Registry | St George’s Court
Upper Church Street | Douglas

Isle of Man | IM1 1EX | British Isles
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The perils of 
pleasure yachts

Many superyacht owners are weary of the 
growing complexity and inconvenience of 
commercial yachting and are choosing to 
own pleasure yachts instead.  In so doing, an 
unintended consequence can be a reduction 
of external oversight of the yacht allowing 
standards of safety, security and crew welfare 
to diminish. Today, many of the world’s pleasure 
yachts operate with minimal external oversight.  
We aim to offer owners an alternative. 

The Scheme

For the superyacht owner who wishes to combine 
the flexibility of a pleasure yacht with the peace 
of mind that comes from external verification of 
safety and security standards, we are launching 
Pleasure Yacht Plus at the 2017 Monaco Yacht 
Show. The scheme has been developed in 
consultation with key figures within the yachting 
industry and is designed to meet the needs of 
the 21st century pleasure yacht.

The scheme allows owners to opt into 
compliance with the following: 

 

Large Yacht Code

ISM Code

ISPS Code

Maritime Labour Convention

 
Since compliance is voluntary, we can tailor a 
package for the needs of each individual yacht 
which may comprise any or all of the above.  
Compliance will be confirmed by periodic 
surveys undertaken by an Isle of Man Ship 
Registry surveyor.  

In maintaining regular contact with senior officers 
and yacht managers, we build relationships 
allowing us to  assist better with regulatory 
queries and to facilitate smooth operation. 

Fees

Fees will be charged ‘per visit’ and will be in 
addition to the small Annual Fee currently 
charged to pleasure vessels.

Peace of mind
from knowing your yacht has been 

externally verified to the standards of 
one of the world’s leading flags

Increased resale value
from  buyers’ greater confidence in the 

yacht’s standards of safety and maintenance

Ease of switching to 
commercial registration

should the yacht’s operations require

Crew welfare
attract the best crew by showing your 

commitment to them
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